
The Grow Must Go On

● Easier connection (plug & play)
● Simple interface (GC-Signal)
● Can be extended as desired (various LEDs per)
● Preset and user-defined operating programmes
● Compatible with the GC-WiFi and GC-Bar series

App-Controlled

NEW!
The first app-controlled 
LED for plant cultivation

+
GC Grow-LED

Distributor:

Mannheimer Str. 9
DE-30880 Laatzen

+49 (0)511 866 557 0
info@mihaonline.de

miha-shop.de

  



GC-4 | 299,- €

GC-Bar single | 229,- €

Growth spectrum

Spectral range1:1 Sodium vapour lamp alternative

Quality & efficiency

WiFi powered

Flowering spectrum

Full spectrum

GC-Bar 4 GC-Bar 6 GC-Bar 8

GC-9 | 649,- €

GC-16 | 1.150,- €
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The GC clusters have been developed to serve as 
a direct alternative to currently available sodium 
vapour lamps.
They deliver exactly the same crop yield whilst sa-
ving up to 40 per cent in energy. Both the amount 
of light and the colour of the light can be adjusted 
to suit a particular phase of the cultivation process. 
Efficiency has been increased considerably in our 
new LED cluster series. 
We only install the highest quality components:
A highly efficient full spectrum PAR LED COB chip 
is the key component of the lamps. This is supple-
mented by OSRAM and CREE LED chips.

During each cultivation phase, your plants will 
receive light at the level they are most able to 
convert. You will therefore save up to 40 per cent 
in energy costs!

Light distribution at: GC-4, -9 & -16:

The light spectrum can be adjusted even more effec-
tively to suit individual requirements with the GC-WiFi 
and GC-Bar series. Find the optimum lighting mix for 
your favourite crops.
In addition to the preset and user-defined operating 
programme for each cultivation phase, the rising and 
setting of the sun can also be simulated and light 
distribution can also be controlled in real time.
You can do all this from the comfort of your sofa with 
the free Greenception app! 

GC-WiFi | 649,- €

Module-number:  4 
Switching stages:  3
Power consumption:  128W
Weight:   2,94kg
Output equivalent:  250W NDL/HPS
Dimensions:  285 x 285 x 70mm

Module-number:  4 
Color channels:  5
Control:   App + GC-Signal
Power consumption: 132W 
Weight:   5,5kg
Abmessungen:  285 x 285 x 80mm

Module-number:  6 
Color channels:  3
Power consumption: 70W
Abmessungen: 90 x 55 x 30mm

The tried-and-tested classic from Greenception now in an improved design! The ideal spectrum for each phase of the cultivation process Convenient and simple to use: Complete control with the Greenception app

Module-number:  9
Switching stages:  3 
Power consumption:  288W
Weight:   5,88kg
Output equivalent:  400W NDL/HPS
Dimensions:  405 x 405 x 70mm

Module-number:  16 
Switching stages:  4
Power consumption:  512W
Weight:  10,95kg
Output equivalent:  600W NDL/HPS
Dimensions:  525 x 525 x 
70mmOSR

AM & CREE

insid
e

280W | 1.279,- € 420W | 1.739,- € 560W | 2.269,- €


